
Fibre-glass tent poles

Construction

Hemmed debris netting

Tent anchors

Finding roots in the formal geometries of the labyrinth and the many informal camping traditions in the 
Canadian landscape, TILT is a transformable and inhabitable place for visitors to act, or to idle, however they 
may be inclined. Each structure may be flipped between two orientations, responding to the position of 
the sun, offering alternating views and shifting pathways through the site. The toggling movement conjures 
a school of fish, or a flock of birds, flitting in opposite directions yet connected as a whole. The straw-like 
lightness of the structures and brilliant yellow skin recall a field of floral blooms, contrasting the surrounding 
green landscape and blue sky.

TILT challenges the notion of the garden in creating an interactive environment that is part sculpture and 
part landscape - to evoke a sense of place and beauty from modest elements. TILT provides simple, intimate, 
shaded spaces in congregation, retrieving memories of long days in short seasons, time spent alone and 
among neighbours, embracing the feeling of shared disconnection, together.

T   T

Axonometric

Rubber foam yoga-mat

Grass

Large open weave of mesh allows 
grass to push through fabric and reveal
itself through the growing season.
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Project Specifications

Tilts:  2.3m x 2.3m panels, each folded into a 2.3m equilateral triangle footprint, 2m high, ±4kg each
Frame:  Pultruded fibreglass tubes, galvanized light steel tube elbows
Skin:  Woven polypropylene ‘debris mesh’ fabric
Anchorage: Auger-type tent anchors
Groundcover: Woven polypropylene ‘debris mesh’ fabric
Lounge mats: 8mm rubber foam
Planting: Blue Fescue & Perennial Ryegrass

Each fabric piece is hemmed to sleeve framing members, the elasticity of the mesh holding the assembly 
together in a pre-tensioned panel. Each panel is folded and tied to 2 anchor points, allowing the construction 
to pivot freely.
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